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PMZer Forum iorchestra Consultation trip
The Philharmonia Orchestra invited our PMZer Forum to Falmouth to give our
thoughts on something rather special! What, what what?

An orchestra … in a pop-up truck!
We drove down to Falmouth in a MASSIVE (said Jeany, who
was driving) mini-bus, battling through driving rain and traffic-jams!
Scope very kindly lent us the bus for the day,

thank you lovely Scope

We arrived at Falmouth University campus and found ourselves getting lost in a new
complex of rather beautiful buildings. However, when we found the Air Building, it was
all worth it, and this is what we were there for …
Next year, a

40 ft truck will be touring 14 towns and cities around

the country,
including Plymouth. There’ll be an array of hands-on, digital, interactive activities that
will help people experience, just what it’s like to be part of
a full orchestra. We were there to try out the exhibits!
The exhibits were there in their most basic model-form, including weird hardboard cut-out french-horns, mock-ups of
trombones and flutes made of copper-pipe - all combined with digital technology! So clever though, and a great laugh to try out!
“High-Five” lets you put one hand on a board with a picture of a left hand,
while you place your right hand on another board with pictures of 6 different
right hands. Each of the left hands is labeled
with different percussion instruments. So, by
placing your hands on both of these boards simultaneously, the circuit is complete and the sound is produced! It was
good fun when two people did it together, as one person quite happily (too
happily perhaps?) tapped the other person (and it did get a little overzealous at times) to produce the sound with each touch. Even funnier
when five people joined together to create a circuit! Quite hilarious!
After an hour or so of interactive fun (very, very hard work) the Forum along
with several other people discussed each of the exhibits; their favourites,
what worked well, what could be improved and what was missing. So next,the Philharmonia will get to
work producing what we are just certain will be an absolutely fantastic experience. We can’t wait to try
out the real thing!

Thank you Philharmonia Orchestra – we all had a great time!

